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on, who wore human bones for ornaments and who had to
be watched lest they committed treacherous acts again
the white sailors.
Some interesting explanations of the contradictory accounts
given by D'Entreca'sleaux and Cook are Contained in an old
book written by Charles Brainne one year after the French
occupied New Caledonia. He points out that a dictionary
of New Caledonia words compiled by Cook was of little
use to D'Entrecasteaux, and comes to the conclusion that
between the visits of the two great navigators, the cannibal
tribes—indicated to Cook as inhabiting the northern part
of the Island—moved south, and either wiped out or dis-
possessed the natives, probably to Polynesian origin, whom
Cook encountered, and who had such an aversion to
cannibalism.	"
Brainne believes that these warlike tribes gradually moved
sQUth absorbing the original inhabitants, and at the time of
D'Entrecasteaux's visit they were in the full flush of conquest.
In support of this theory one finds that in the south—in the
He des Pins, and the southern portion of the' Loyalty
Islands the people have definitely different characteristics to
those of the north. They are more gentle, with rounder
features, their dances are lascivious rather than warlike,
their language softer. Certainly, on parts of the east coast,
there are still pockets of Polynesian influence, and these
could be explained—either by the fact that th,e conquering
tribes never completely absorbed the original inhabitants, or
that the dispossessed tribes fled to the Loyalty Islands, and
later returned and succeeded in re-establishing footholds on
the mainland.
Probably there were many migrations, and wars of
possession and repossession among these pioneer tribes of
the Pacific. If, as is generally believed, these first colonists
of the Pacific came across from South-East Asia, New
Caledonia would be in their direct line of migration. Thefe
are Papuan type Melanesians in New Caledonia, identical
with those from New Guinea, while among some tribes theire

